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Diary of Lord Ender (Random Tales From The Overworld: Book 2)A young journalist goes on a

journey to find Lord Ender's diary. This puts his life in danger. Now he must evade a dangerous

cult, and strike up an alliance with an untrustworthy player.He's in over his head.The perfect

bedtime story!-7,500+ words long (can be read in 40-45 minutes) -A complete "standalone"

story with a beginning, middle, and end. No cliffhangers. Random Tales From The Overworld is

an anthology series. Each book focuses on a new character.-Overflowing with action, comedy,

drama, and larger than life characters.Don't wait, dive into "Random Tales From The

Overworld" today! 
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Diary of Lord Ender: Random Tales From The Overworld: Book 2by R.K. DavenportDedicated

to you, my dear reader. Thanks for taking a chance on my books. Now sit back, buckle-up, and

enjoy the ride.

“Any truth is better than indefinite doubt.”-- Arthur Conan Doyle

None of these characters are being controlled by someone in the “real” world. Random Tales

From The Overworld takes place entirely in the virtual world. This is what happens when you

turn off your game. Their world may be fake, but for them the danger is "real".They can’t

respawn or load a save file when something goes wrong.

CHAPTER 1: DEAR DIARYThis story starts in Treeport, a middle sized town located deep

inside a forest. There's a school here, for gifted teenagers. Blockwell Academy, and on this

random day the students of Ms. Jones' Journalism class are listening to a guess lecture.

Scarlett, everyone's favorite butt-kicking princess, is today's speaker.She knows next to nothing

about journalism, but she owed her old pal Maggie (teachers have first names too) a

favor."Come speak to my class," Ms. Jones had said, "it'll be fun."Scarlett tried to prepare, but

she was too busy helping Steve blow up Herobrine's secret sky fortress. "I'll do a Q&A

session," she thought while looking at the class.The room held thirty students, and Blockwell

Academy had a large wall around it so they didn't have to worry about any monsters busting

down the door, in search of a fight.Although, Scarlett would've enjoyed that. It would have

saved her from answering mind numbing questions. Like, "What is Steve's favorite food?" Or "Is

it true that Ollie once built a nuclear reactor with only two sticks?"The "real" answers to both

questions were boring. She added a few minor details, just to liven them up for the eager

students, who were holding out their tape recorders and scribbling notes.Scarlett paced the

floor."We were surrounded by six billion Wither Dragons, and our weapons were broken. Then

Ollie said, 'You aren't taking us alive, suckers!'"She paused, like the story was too painful, and

then went on. "He built a nuclear reactor with what he had in his inventory, and used it to kill the

endless army of dragons. It was the coolest thing ever!"Lies, all lies, Ollie is good, but not that

good. Who would start such a ridiculous rumor?The students believed every word, well most of

them did. Scarlett noticed one boy in the back. He had on a reporter's hat, it resembled

something from an old detective movie.He wasn't impressed.She answered the next

question."Steve's favorite food is golden apples. He needs to eat three hundred a day to keep

his super powers." She paused again, and looked around. Like she was about to reveal a juicy



secret.She continued after the theatrical pause, "He's really a robot sent from the year 3084,

sent here to protect us from 'The Invasion of The Underground Mole People'. This event will

take place in five years, and no one will see it coming."The students mouths were opened

wide, and Ms. Jones had her head buried into her desk, trying not to laugh at the fabricated

tale. Scarlett brought the story back to Steve's favorite food. "Robots are fueled by golden

apples -- they need a steady supply of them or they'll stop working."Once again, the student in

the back wasn't impressed. He smiled and stared at the guest speaker while his peers wrote

frantically in their notebooks, as if they had just heard the story of the century.Someone walked

into the classroom.Another student.Ms. Jones shot the tardy boy a stern glance. It meant,

"Meet me after class, young man!"Most students know "that" look.He sat next to the skeptical

one in the back, but Scarlett could tell that they weren't friends in the traditional sense.The non-

believer rolled his eyes when Mr. Tardy set up shop next to him. He waited for him to get settled

before raising his hand."What's your question?" asked Scarlett, in a flat tone that showed her

total lack of interest for this little exercise. But at the same time she wanted to hear what the

student had to say.He rose from his seat and smiled."Nice to meet you. My name is Dexter.

One question--" He cut his sentence short, and listened to the silence radiating through the

classroom. Ms. Jones cleared her throat, and the young journalist continued."Where is Lord

Ender's diary?"Scarlett didn't answer the question at first. How did he know about the diary?

Up until this point she believed that only four people knew of its existence. Her, Steve, Ollie,

and of course the person who wrote it -- Lord Ender.Steve found it in the dreamworld, but it's

been missing ever since. He always assumed that it was a plot device, with only one purpose,

to highlight why Lord Ender decided to hack the game.Scarlett hadn't thought about the diary

in years, and now here she was, in a classroom, being questioned about its location by a

random student.She lied, again. "Sorry, I have no idea what you're talking about." Her tone was

dry and serious now. "Well, look at the time. I should be going!""Already," asked Ms. Jones,

"you have another ten minutes!" This didn't stop Scarlett from leaving the classroom. She

apologized again, and went into the empty hallway. Her chat window popped up, and she

entered a message for Steve and Ollie."Dudes, we have a problem ..."

CHAPTER 2: THE WHEELS ARE IN MOTIONMs. Jones stood up and addressed the class as

Dexter watched Scarlett storm out of the room. That wasn't the reaction he was expecting.The

previous day, someone had sent him a message, informing him of Lord Ender's diary. They

claimed that it would be a major news story (because it contained undiscovered exploits and

insights into the mind of a true sociopath).
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Elizabeth, “Loved the previos book. Love all of your series but I am not going to pay three

dollars for a book. Please make prime! Keep up the good work!”

Bang Yi, “AWESOME. I AM WRITING TIS IN ALL CAPITAL LETTERS AND STEFF THIS IS A

AWSOME BOOK j df  f  d fddk  ddddjj jjjjjj d d k g v”

The book by R.K. Davenport has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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